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MEN FROM EARTH - Book 1, "A Man..A Mission..A Dream.."
This is it! The triumphant return of America's Man In Space. Book One of the
MEN FROM EARTH Space Trilogy introduces Joe Mason and fellow aviators Bart
Benjamin, and Anthony Salvatore. They've been summoned to testify at a
secret Congressional hearing set to deal with the newest space threat - The
Japanese Space Program! They're headed for the moon - but why? Our team is
recruited by an eccentric billionaire H. W. Worthington to find out - but how? If
you've kept up on your NASA knowledge, you know the U.S. couldn't go to the
moon if we wanted to. The last of the heavy boosters are long gone. What's a
red-blooded Space Cadet to do? Enter Callisto, an Earth- wrecked alien with
amazing powers (and measurements!). The Challenger tragedy is explored.

MEN FROM EARTH - Book 2, "The Last Rocketship"
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Book Two of the MEN FROM EARTH Space Trilogy opens with Joseph Matthew
Mason reliving the tragedy of his own father's death at the Astronauts
Memorial: Space Mirror at the Cape. Executive officers are implicated. Foreign
powers are threatened, and before you can say S.D.I., the ultimate weapon is
unleashed upon an un- suspecting world. Behold the Firebolt Space Cannon.
Mothballed on the dark side of the moon for decades, it's now up for grabs as
pioneers from two nations race for a distant speck of sky. Worthington reveals
his collection of flying machines to entice our team to join him. The Japanese
are planning to build the first amuse- ment park in outer space, but someone
on their team is a mole planted by the Yakuza. Callisto's sacred lunar rebirthing grounds are in danger of being destroyed for all time.

MEN FROM EARTH - Book 3, "War In Heaven"
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Book Three of the MEN FROM EARTH Space Trilogy will bring you to your knees
on the dark side of the moon. Cataclysmic forces are unleashed by the
destruction of the Firebolt. But doorways to other worlds are revealed
as well. The Yakuza's agent, Zenko, is revealed and
Matt is.. well, Matt is..you know.., just read the
book! Callisto gives an advanced lesson in
mathematics and philosophy as her true powers are revealed for the first time. No one
really knows what can happen on the dark
side of the moon, but we can tell you that if
you really believe, no promise is too far to
keep, that life is eternal, love is immortal, and
you will not be denied. This concludes the First Triad.
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